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I’ll be a bit late – Packet Reordering in Mobile
Networks

Lennart Schulte, Alexander Zimmermann, Puneeth Nanjundaswamy, Lars Eggert, Jukka Manner

Abstract: Data transfer in mobile networks has increased signif-
icantly over the past years, and the capacity of these networks
has grown accordingly. Due to their different set of characteris-
tics compared to wired networks, they have also received atten-
tion from end-to-end developers on transport and application level.
However, there exists no research on packet reordering in modern
mobile networks, and how a transport layer should be designed to
cope with it. In this paper we discuss how to measure packet re-
ordering in mobile networks with the help of TCP. Our analysis in
Finnish mobile networks shows that reordering characteristics de-
pend heavily on the operator, but is present in all tested networks,
and negatively impacts TCP when not handled. We find that both
number of reorderings in a connection and the extent of the re-
ordering is influenced by the sending rate. Additionally, we present
the framework for a reordering prevention algorithm which takes
into account the findings by automatically adapting to the current
sending rate.

Index Terms: Measurement, mobile networks, packet reordering,
TCP

I. Introduction

Mobile networks are of ever increasing significance for our
everyday live, as people rely on it to stay in contact, search for
information or access their data. The most recent commercially
deployed mobile technology is 4G LTE, which significantly in-
creases throughput and reduces latency compared to 3G net-
works.

These networks have received major attention from end-to-
end developers in past years due to their interesting set of char-
acteristics that are completely different from wired networks and
cause problems for current transport layers and applications [1].
Still, there are characteristics which have been analyzed in wired
networks, but not yet in the mobile network environment. In this
paper, we analyze packet reordering in mobile networks. While
it received attention in the past in wired networks, there has not
been any recent work showing the extent of this characteristic
for modern mobile networks (see Section IV).

Huge parts of the current internet, including mobile networks,
are based on the Internet Protocol (IP). Due to its nature of be-
ing packet switched, the network by definition does not guaran-
tee packets to arrive in the same order as they are being sent,
e.g. due to path changes or load balancers (see Figure 1). The
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Fig. 1. A packet is routed along another path.

occurance of packet reordering can cause performance issues
and throughput degradation to the Transmission Control Proto-
col (TCP) [2] and protocols with similar behavior like SCTP if
not handled carefully [3], as it causes the protocols to falsely
assume congestion in the network. The sending rate is then
reduced unnecessarily, which causes the protocol to underper-
form.

TCP is one of the most widely deployed protocols operating
in a huge variety of environments, including mobile networks,
where it is used as the underlying protocol for most applica-
tions [1]. Therefore, we use it to explain the impact of packet
reordering and measure it. TCP has received a huge amount of
extensions to cope with a number of different situations. Some
of these help to find and analyze packet reordering, i.e. selective
acknowledgment (SACK) [4], duplicate selective acknowledg-
ment (DSACK) [5], and the Timestamps option [6]. While these
options have been used before to measure reordering, we present
a complete measurement methodology as the first contribution
of this paper. We also point out that each of these options alone
(even DSACK or Timestamps) is not enough to accurately de-
scribe the reordering characteristic.

The second contribution is an investigation into the reordering
characteristics in mobile networks. To the best of our knowledge
this is the first such extensive study. We analyze traces over a
period of one year from several Finnish mobile networks and
find that the number of reorderings per connection is dependent
on the sending rate. The reordering rate can be as high as 6 %.
We show that up to 10 % of HSPA connections and up to 23 %
of LTE connections are facing situations where TCP would re-
duce the sending rate unnecessarily due to reordering depending
on operator network. In addition, we take a deeper look at the
reordering extent and conclude that it is also dependent on the
current sending rate of the connection, i.e. with a higher send-
ing rate the reordering extent is potentially higher, meaning that
higher speed networks are more likely to experience reordering
that forces TCP into reducing its sending rate.

Based on the above seen characteristics, we then show a re-
ordering prevention algorithm as our third contribution, which
adaptively sets the reordering extent based on the sending rate.
All previous algorithms have an absolute threshold or are not
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taking the network state into account. This approach avoids the
need for a new sample if the sending rate increases, and reduces
unnecessarily delaying retransmissions or even retransmission
timeout (RTO) when the sending rate decreases.

Section II explains the problem of reordering, and Section III
shows how to detect and measure reordering with TCP. After
reviewing related work in Section IV, Section V presents our
measurements study of reordering in mobile networks. In Sec-
tion VI we show a reordering prevention algorithm that makes
use of our findings.

II. Impact of Packet Reordering

TCP guarantees that the data the application sends reaches the
receiver correctly and completely. To do so the TCP receiver
generates cumulative acknowledgments (ACKs) to tell that all
the data up until a certain point has been received properly [2].
When some data has been lost in the network the receiver sends
duplicate acknowledgments (DUPACKs), informing the sender
that data has been received, but it is not the next expected data.
To account for minor packet reordering the TCP sender waits
until the third such DUPACK, called the duplicate acknowledge-
ment threshold (DUPTHRESH). Then, the oldest not acknowl-
edged data is deemed lost and the sender performs a retrans-
mission [7]. Such a situation is always assumed to be caused
by congestion in the network, and hence, the sending rate is re-
duced to not overload the network. When the assumption of
congestion loss does not hold because the missing packet was
caused by e.g. packet reordering, severe performance degrada-
tion can occur [8], [3], [9].

Due to the internet being IP based, the forwarding of packets
is not determined on a connection level but for every packet sep-
arately. This in turn means that some packets might take a dif-
ferent path, e.g. due to routing changes and handovers, or even
inside of multicore switches. This causes the arrival of packets
to be different from the order they are sent in, which is called
packet reordering. The reordered packet therefore arrives later
than earlier sent packets, and causes the receiver to generate a
DUPACK for every packet received out-of-order. For the sender,
this event is not distinguishable from a congestion loss without
additional effort. Hence, if the number of received DUPACKs
exceeds the DUPTHRESH, the TCP sender assumes loss and
spuriously retransmits the data by initiating fast retransmit and
fast recovery [7], [10], and reduces the sending rate which un-
necessarily reduces throughput.

Figure 2 illustrates how a packet reordering is perceived by
TCP. Packets 1 to 5 are sent out, and the receiver then generates
an ACK for packet 1. But when packets 3 to 5 arrive, the re-
ceiver has not yet seen packet 2. Hence, a DUPACK is sent in
response for each of those out-of-order packets. For the first two
DUPACKs the sender transmits new data according to the Lim-
ited Transmit algorithm [11]. On the third DUPACK, the sender
retransmits the missing data and enters fast recovery, since at
this point there is no information available to distinguish packet
loss from packet reordering.

Besides causing spurious fast retransmission and fast recov-
ery, packet reordering has other negative effects on TCP perfor-
mance. These include the interruption of TCP’s ACK clock, less
accurate round trip time (RTT) estimation, increased pressure

Fig. 2. TCP enters recovery due to a late packet

Fig. 3. Detecting reordering with TCP SACK option

on the receiver buffer and slower congestion window (CWND)
growth due to a reduced number of acceptable ACKs. Several
papers [8], [3], [9] discuss these negative effects.

In order to achieve high interoperability with standardized
TCP, the preferred method to mitigate the performance reduc-
tion due to reordering is increasing the DUPTHRESH: TCP
waits for more DUPACKs before a retransmission and conges-
tion response are initiated, and hence postpones the decision
whether it was reordering or actual loss. This is why the extent
of the reordering, in addition to its occurance, is a very impor-
tant metric for reordering prevention algorithms.

III. Detecting Packet Reordering

The previous section showed that reordering causes perfor-
mance problems when packets are affected by packet reordering.
In this section, we investigate which TCP options are useful in
detecting and measuring the reordering characteristic and illus-
trate this in a descriptive way. The full algorithmic details are
available [12] as is the implementation [13].

A. Selective Acknowledgements

The first notable TCP option is SACK [4]. This option is
very important for an efficient fast recovery procedure, as it al-
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lows retransmitting lost packets much faster [10] and is there-
fore widely used. It provides a method for the receiver to report
data that has been received out-of-order, as presented in Fig-
ure 3. As before, five packets are sent out, but packet 2 and 4
arrive late. The receiver responds again with an ACK for the
first packet, and DUPACKs for the next two packets, since they
arrive out-of-order. The SACK option is indicated in purple.
For example, when sending the second DUPACK the receiver
informs the sender with SACKs that it has received packets 3
and 5 correctly, which implicates that only packets 2 and 4 are
missing. Thereafter, the late packet 2 arrives, for which a new
cumulative ACK 3 is sent including the SACK for packet 5.

When only the SACK option is available, it is possible to de-
tect only those reordering events where no retransmissions has
yet occured. If the packet was retransmitted and the ACK for
this packet arrives, TCP has no information if the original trans-
mission was acknowledged or if it was in response to the re-
transmission. The first would result from a reordered packet,
the second from a lost packet. This is commonly referred to as
the retransmission ambiguity [14]. SACK does not solve this
problem and is therefore only useful if there is no ambiguity.
Situations like this can happen, since TCP waits until the third
DUPACK.

Still, calculating the extent of the reordering accurately is only
possible when the connection uses SACKs. The extent of the re-
ordering gives a measure on how late a reordered packet is. It
can be given in byte or packets, then it is simply called the re-
ordering extent, and in units of time called the reordering delay.
Each time a reordering is detected we can calculate both met-
rics. The reordering extent is the distance between the reordered
packet and the highest packet that has reached the receiver. As
reordering delay we define the time between arrival of the ACK
for a packet and the time it normally should have arrived. We
approximate the expected arrival time by setting it to the time
the first SACK is received which is higher than the reordered
packet. The calculation of the reordering extent and reordering
delay are in line with the definition in RFC 4737 [15].

In Figure 3 we can calculate the extent of the reordering. For
packet 4 this is done when ACK 5 arrives. The packet is one
packet late, since the highest packet that has reached the receiver
is 5. Packet 2 is ACKed with the arrival of ACK 3 which carries
SACK 5. Therefore, the packet is three packets late, since the
highest received packet is 5 as indicated by the SACK option.
Here, the importance of the SACK option is visible: when con-
sidering only the cumulative ACK, we would use packet 3 as
the highest one and underestimate the reordering extent. When
calculating the reordering delay for packet 2, we take the time
between the arrival at the sender of ACK 1 SACK 3 and ACK 3
SACK 5. For packet 4 it is ACK 1 SACK 3,5 and ACK 5.

B. Duplicate SACK

An extension to SACK is the DSACK option [5], which uses
the same format. But instead of providing information about
out-of-order data, it is sent in response to receiving a packet
multiple times. This enables detection of a spurious retransmis-
sion: if a DSACK is received for a retransmitted packet, then the
sender knows that the original transmission and the retransmis-
sion have arrived and implicitly the original transmission was

Fig. 4. Detecting reordering with TCP DSACK option

not lost, but reordered [16]. Figure 4 shows such a situation.
Packet 2 arrives late and triggers a retransmission at the sender.
When the retransmission of packet 2 arrives at the receiver, a
DUPACK is sent with the information that packet 2 has been
received again.

Unfortunately, in contrast to SACK, the DSACK option is not
negotiated during connection establishment. Therefore, before
a connection has seen a DSACK, we can not deduce that there
was no reordering: it might be that the receiver just does not
support DSACKs and has therefore not sent any in response to
reordering events. But if we ever recognize a DSACK, then we
know that it has been available throughout the connection and
can rely on its information. Additionally, while a lost ACK is
covered by the next arriving ACK, a DSACK is only transmit-
ted once. Hence, if the ACK containing the DSACK is lost, no
reordering can be detected with this method. Still, the reliability
of modern mobile networks is very high [17], making a DSACK
lost due to mobile networks unlikely.

When measuring the extent of the reordering, it has to be
thought about at which point to do this. When looking at Fig-
ure 4, we can see that it is the late original transmission that
fills in the missing data. But the DSACK arrives only after the
arrival of the retransmission. Hence, we have to calculate the
extent of the reordering when the first ACK for packet 2 arrives,
and not when the DSACK arrives, at which point the calculation
is done the same as with SACK (see before). Then this has to
be stored for when the reordering is later really detected. Since
beforehand it can not be known if a retransmitted packet was
spurious or not, the extent of the reordering has to be stored for
every retransmission. Since this might cause a lot of overhead, it
is generally not adviced to implement it in the operating system.

C. Timestamps

The most powerful TCP option when detecting reordering is
the Timestamp option [6]. With each packet a timestamp is sent.
The receiver replies with the latest received timestamp that ad-
vances the cumulative ACKs point. Figure 5 shows an exam-
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Fig. 5. Detecting reordering with TCP Timestamps option

ple. Packet 1 has timestamps T1, and this is echoed by the re-
ceiver when the ACK for packet 1 is sent (indicated by E1). The
following DUPACKs are still sent with replying timestamp T1,
since no more cumulative data has been received. Only when
the late packet 2 arrives does this change and timestamp T2 is
replied. When this packet was lost and not reordered, only then
the retransmission with timestamp T9 would advance the cumu-
lative ACK point, which would then cause the receiver to reply
with T9 instead of T2. Hence, if the sender receives a new cu-
mulative ACK during fast recovery and the timestamp is smaller
than the one for the retransmission, then the original transmis-
sion has been reordered and not lost. It is therefore the only TCP
option that eliminates the retransmission ambiguity. This is very
similar to the Eifel detection algorithm [14], which is only de-
fined for detecting spurious loss recovery, i.e. after an RTO,
while this methodology is designed for retransmissions during
fast recovery.

In contrast to the DSACK method, this detection works with-
out delay. Hence, the extent of the reordering can be calculated
when the reordering is actually detected and no more state is re-
quired. The calculation itself, again, is done as explained with
SACK.

D. Late by more than RTT

One case stands out, as it can not be recognized by any of the
above methods alone: the reordered packet is late by more than
the RTT. While the above methods have been used in earlier
papers, this is new.

Recalling how the TCP Timestamp option works, we have
a look at Figure 5, but imagine that the reordered packet 2 ar-
rives much later. Then, it might happen that the retransmission
with timestamp T9 arrives before the reordered original retrans-
mission, triggering an ACK with timestamp T9. This tells the
sender that the retransmission was necessary and no reordering
is detected.

The problem for the DSACK option is not detecting the re-
ordering, but calculating the reordering extent accurately. The

Fig. 6. Detecting reordering when late by more than RTT

second arrival of packet 2 still triggers the sending of a DSACK,
no matter which one arrives first. But the calculation of the ex-
tent of the reordering is different. Above, the extent has been
calculated when the first ACK for the packet has been received,
but this is not true in this case, since the reordered packet was
received only when the DSACK was sent. Therefore, the extent
has to be calculated at sender side at the time of the DSACK.
With DSACK alone it is not possible to solve this ambiguity of
which transmission arrives first, which poses a major problem
for accurate measurements.

Still, when we combine both the information from timestamps
and DSACK, we are able to solve the conundrum (see Figure 6),
enabling us to reliably detect reordering even when it is longer
than one RTT: at the arrival of the first ACK for a retransmission,
we check with timestamps if reordering can be detected. If this
is the case, then we are done and reordering has been detected.
If no reordering has been detected, but later we see a DSACK
for this packet, then we know that it has been delayed for a long
time, and we calculate the extent of the reordering at the time
the DSACK was received.

However, the ambiguity can not be solved with absolute cer-
tainty, since the DSACK option is not negotiated. When we see
no DSACK during a connection it might still be that packets are
delayed in a way that it can not be detected with timestamps
alone, but the receiver does not implement this option.

The measurement study in Section V show the reordering de-
tected in mobile networks based on the methodology discussed
in this section. A proper reordering reaction based on the found
characteristics is then outlined in Section VI.

IV. Related Work

Paxson [18] analyzes reordering in 35 locations. He con-
cludes that (a) in two datasets, 12 % respectively 36 % of TCP
connections experience reordering, (b) reordering is highly vari-
able between locations, (c) reordering of a TCP connection is
asymmetric and (d) the performance impact is often small.

Bennett et al. [8] measure reordering in the Internet Exchange
Point (IPX) MAE-East. They send bursts of ICMP requests to
140 different servers over the course of several days. They find
that (a) in 90 % of cases, the burst experiences reordering and
(b) reordering in the IPX depends on the traffic, which may be
caused by link aggregation.

Bellardo et al. [19] perform measurements with TCP con-
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nections to 50 different Internet servers. They only checked
the occurrence of reordering, not the extent and concluded that
(a) 40 % of connections experience reordering, (b) the reorder-
ing probability depends on the inter-arrival time (IAT) and (c) re-
ordering is asymmetric.

Gharai et al. [20] measure reordering from three locations all
connected to the same Internet backbone with UDP. They only
classify a packet as reordered if it would trigger TCP loss recov-
ery. They conclude that (a) 47 % of transfers have at least one
reordered packet, (b) the highest measured reordering percent-
age is 1.65 %, (c) there is no significant difference between the
three paths in terms of reordering, (d) there is a strong correla-
tion between reordering, the IAT and sending rate and (e) there
is no linear correlation between the total number of reordering
events and the number of spurious retransmission.

Jaiswal et al. [21] study out-of-sequence segments in 29 mil-
lion TCP connections. Their result is that (a) between 12 % and
16 % of retransmissions have been spurious, (b) out-of-order
segments are caused by reordering in 7 % to 26 % of cases and
(c) 93 % of reordering events have an extent below three seg-
ments.

Reordering in high-speed wired networks is also dis-
cussed [22]. The authors analyze the average reordering extents
and found that it slightly increases with the sending rate. Still,
the important part is not the average, but that reordered pack-
ets are more likely to trigger a spurious recovery with the same
reordering delay when the sending rate is higher, since one re-
ordered packet with a large enough reordering extent is enough
to spuriously enter recovery and lower the sending rate.

The above studies show that reordering is present in the inter-
net. For mobile networks we have not found any similar work,
except our own [13] where we discuss the impact of client con-
text. While reordering has been mentioned in [1], they are mea-
suring how late packets are while not distinguishing between re-
ordering and packet loss. Hence, they use an out-of-order metric
and not a reordering metric.

V. Measurement Study

This section analyzes the reordering characteristics in Finnish
HSPA and LTE mobile networks. It operates under the premise
that no reordering prevention algorithm is deployed, i.e. fast re-
covery is triggered after the third DUPACK. We use the methods
described in Section III to distinguish packet reordering from
packet loss. The cause for packet loss, which may be conges-
tion on the path or wireless loss, is not important for our study
as the methods distinguish packet reordering from both.

A. Measurement Methodology

We record measurements in different mobile networks in
Finland using the crowd-sourced measurement platform Ne-
tradar [23]. Netradar employs a set of servers, and mobile clients
connect to them to perform a series of measurements. The client
is available for every big mobile phone operating system includ-
ing Android, iOS and Windows Phone. It can be freely down-
loaded from app stores. The measurement is either initiated by
the user or performed at certain intervals.

The measurement against the servers consists of 10 s TCP
bulk transfer throughput tests for upload as well as download,
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Table 1. Highest reordering rate [%] (95 %ile)

Oper 1 Oper 2 Oper 3
HSPA 0.43 2.6 5.4
LTE 0.31 0.67 6.0

and sets of pings to determine the RTT. These are performed se-
quentially to not interfere with each other. Additionally, the mo-
bile client gathers context information, such as mobile network
operator, mobile technology, location, used basestation and sig-
nal strength in percentage [24], [13]. We note that all analyze
mobile operator networks are connected to a single Internet Ex-
change Point (IXP) which is directly connected to the university
network as well. Hence, all differences we see in measurements
are due to the mobile operator networks. Additionally, there is
very little possibility for reordering in the fixed network between
operator networks and our servers. Still, we note, that we are not
able to distinguish the exact place of reordering to happen.

In this paper we will use the download throughput test to
measure packet reodering. For each connection performing the
test we save a PCAP packet capture [25] on the measurement
server for offline processing. These captures are then analyzed
for reordering with the methodology presented in Section III. In
total, we obtained over 110 000 measurements from the three
main HSPA networks in Finland, and about 60 000 measure-
ments from their LTE networks during all of 2015.

Due to the discussion on detecting reordering in Section III,
we require connections to use the TCP SACK as well as TCP
Timestamp option.

B. Measurement Results

The first metric is the number of connections affected by re-
ordering. Figure 7 illustrates that reordering depends on the
operator as well as network technology (HSPA vs. LTE). In
general, more connections on LTE networks are affected by re-
ordering compared to HSPA. In the HSPA network of operator 1,
48 % of connections experience one or more reordering events,
while 82 % connections in the LTE network of the same oper-
ator experience reordering. The lowest number of connections
with reordering events are found in the network of operator 2
with only 1 % respectively 8 %.

While analyzing the relationship of the number of reorder-
ings to the sending rate, we find that there is a close to linear
correlation in all of the networks. Hence, it is visible that the
amount of reordering depends on the sending rate. We plot the
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distribution of the reordering rate, i.e. percentage of packets re-
ordered during a connection, in Figure 8. This is in line with
the Reordered Packet Ratio defined in RFC 4737 [15]. We plot
only those connections that contain reordering. The bin size is
0.02 %. The figure shows that in most connections containing
reordering only a very small fraction of the total packets is re-
ordered, as all of the operators have the biggest part in the bin
containing rates of 0 % to 0.02 %. Table 1 shows the 95 %iles
for each network. Here we see, that the range of reordering rates
is very different between operators, ranging as high as 6 % for
the LTE network of operator 3.

Additionally, we analyze how the reorderings are spread
throughout the connection by counting the number of reorder-
ings in a certain interval. In general we find that increasing the
interval also increases the number of reorderings. This means
that reordering is generally evenly distributed throughout the
connection. However, in the LTE network of operator 1 we find
clusters of reorderings in the order of tens of ms, which happen
only infrequently, i.e. every few seconds on average.

As described in Section II, only events with a reordering ex-
tent larger than DUPTHRESH cause a spurious retransmission.
Figure 9 shows the amount of reordering events that have an ex-
tent of more than three full sized segments. In HSPA networks
with fewer reordering events per connection, the chance that the
extents of these events are exceeding three segments is higher.
With operator 1, which has the highest number of reordering
events per connection, only about 20 % have an extent larger
than three. Operator 2, which has the lowest number of connec-
tions with reordering, has over 70 % of reordering events with
extents larger than three. In LTE networks, this effect is even
more visible. In the network of operator 1, only few reordering
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extents are large, while for operator 2, over 90 % of reordering
extents exceed three segments.

Not all of these reordering events reduce the TCP perfor-
mance unnecessarily. On the one hand, a reordering event can
be co-located with loss, i.e. during a recovery phase there can be
both reordered and lost packets. In this case, halving the CWND
is still mandatory due to the loss, and the impact of reordering is
small. On the other hand, reordering events can occur as a burst
as we saw above. This results in only one spurious recovery per
burst. Figure 10 shows how many connections are affected by
spurious recoveries caused by reordering. For every fast recov-
ery we check the cause for each retransmission. A recovery is
spurious if all the retransmissions are caused by reordering. The
figure shows that up to 10 % of all HSPA and up to 23 % LTE
connections suffer from spurious loss recoveries due to reorder-
ing. The higher number in LTE networks is especially dire as
firstly, the use of this technology is growing and secondly, it of-
fers higher data rates, but recovering from the needless CWND
halving takes longer than for lower data rates.

Another metric of interest is the reordering delay, i.e. the
time a packet is delayed due to reordering. Figure 11 shows
that the reordering delay rarely exceeds 600 ms. It is visible that
for most networks the graph is plateauing at around 30 ms and
increases again at around 50 ms. With our current setup, we
are not able to conclude reasons for this, as this would require
network internal probing. This is seen as future work.

Still, as seen earlier, the reordering extent can be very high
even if the reordering delay is very limited. The analysis of this
behavior reveals that the magnitude of the reordering extent also
depends on the current sending rate and not only the reorder-
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ing rate. As Figure 12 shows, this is indeed the case in mobile
networks. We plot the reordering extent over the throughput
average as a heatmap, the average being calculated over a time-
frame of 250 ms [1] at the time of the reordering event. The
heatmap shows a spot darker the more samples it has. In the
left part of the graph we see that the reordering extent is quite
low compared to the right part. For example, with a sending rate
of 10 Mbit/s the majority of reordering extents are below 100 kB
while at 20 Mbit/s it is already 200 kB, and with 70 Mbit/s it is
around 600 kB. The drawn line indicates this behavior. What
we see is that above this line there are hardly any samples.

While the left part, where the data points are mostly from
measurements in HSPA, shows quite a clear upper bound, the
right part of Figure 12 with a sending rate of 60 Mbit/s to 80 Mbit/s

results from measurements in LTE networks. Here we see a
huge spread of samples. Analyzing this more deeply, we find
that a lot of reordering happens in bursts, where a chunk of pack-
ets arrive late. When this happens, all the reordered packets are
transmitted shortly after one another, leaving little to no room
for in-order data. The first reordered packet then behaves much
like we expect from the current sending rate. But for all fol-
lowing packets the reordering extent gets smaller and smaller,
which explains the large part of smaller extents in the figure.

The following example illustrates theoretically why there are
higher reordering extents with higher sending rate: Assume a
path with a reordering delay of 20 ms, and a bottleneck band-
width of 3 Mbit/s. Because reordered segments arrive 20 ms later,
the receiver can receive at most 7500 byte out-of-order before
a reordered packet. Hence, with a sender maximum segment
size (SMSS) of 1460 byte, the largest possible reordering extent
is 5 segments. If the bottleneck bandwidth changes to 4 Mbit/s,
the maximum reordering extent will increase to 7 segments, al-
though the reordering delay remains constant. Generally, when
a segment is reordered and therefore late, other packets surpass

it. The number of packets depends on the sending rate.
In conclusion, we see that reordering is very much present in

mobile networks, depending heavily on the operator’s network.
We find that there is a surprisingly large number of connections
containing reordering. Additionally, the reordering extents can
be excessively large, which can cause problems for TCP. These
large extents result from the increasing capacity in modern net-
works and not from very high reordering delays. Hence, in fu-
ture networks these extents are likely increasing. In general, we
found that both the number of reorderings during a connection
and the reordering extent are dependent on the sending rate. We
have found no evidence that the geographic location throughout
Finland has an impact on the result.

VI. Reordering Prevention

The above measurement study gives us information on how
an algorithm should be designed to prevent the negative impact
of reordering, especially when taking into account the impact
of the sending rate. In this section, we will describe the design
and show that the principle of such a reordering prevention al-
gorithm is working as intended.

A. Algorithm

While there are algorithms that require network support [26],
the general principle of reordering prevention algorithms is to
increase the DUPTHRESH, resulting in delaying retransmis-
sions until it can be determined if the packet was reordered
or not. If the DUPTHRESH is big enough, a situation as pre-
sented in Figure 3 appears. Normally, the DUPTHRESH is
set based on the measured reordering extent during a connec-
tion, so that the DUPTHRESH is one packet more than the
maximum reordering extent in packets. There are several al-
gorithms implementing it this way [27], [28], [29], [30] and
especially Linux. But this approach also has drawbacks [28]:
waiting too long may result in an RTO, a significant increase
in end-to-end delay for lost segments, and a delayed response
to congestion. When we look at the situation of the reorder-
ing extent after the throughput changes, as it does frequently
in mobile networks [1], the DUPTHRESH is not up-to-date
any more, according to our measurement study in Section V-B:
with a decrease in throughput the reordering extent decreases
as well. However, the DUPTHRESH of these algorithms stays
constantly high as measured before, which increases the possi-
bility for all three drawbacks.

Others [31], [32] and especially TCP-NCR [33] take a dif-
ferent approach: they delay retransmissions for a specific time
without reacting to reordering measurements. TCP-NCR always
sets the DUPTHRESH to the equivalent of one RTT, finding this
the maximum possible time a retransmission can safely be de-
layed. This has the benefit of reacting to the current sending
rate. But it does so at the cost of delaying every retransmission,
even when no reordering is present on the path at all.

Our algorithm TCP-aNCR modifies TCP-NCR, so that the
general principle of adaptiveness to throughput remains, but the
difference is that it sets the delay for retransmissions based on
the perceived reordering in the network as well. This small but
significant change results in a suitable reordering reaction for
mobile networks and other fast changing environments.
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For every newly measured reordering extent we calculate the
fraction of the reordering extent to the current sending rate,
which we call relative reordering extent. Hence, this fraction
is constant if the reordering extent changes due to a changed
sending rate. Whenever the DUPTHRESH is calculated, this
procedure is done in reverse: the highest seen relative reorder-
ing extent is multiplied with the current sending rate, resulting
in an appropriate measure under the current conditions.

The crucial part of the algorithm is the estimate of the current
sending rate. Currently, we use the TCP parameter Pipe [10],
which gives a measure for the bandwidth-delay product (BDP).
Therefore, it scales with the sending rate. It has the additional
benefit, that it also works with rate limited connections.

The full algorithm details are outlined online [34].

B. Setup

We implement the detection from Section III and the above
algorithm in Linux kernel 3.19 [35]. We test TCP-aNCR, TCP-
NCR and Linux in a network of XEN virtual machines, which
are connected via a bridge. The network is emulated with Hier-
archical Token Bucket (HTB) [36] for the bottleneck link speed
and netem queue [37] to set queue length, RTT and reorder-
ing on a middle node between sender and receiver. All nodes
run Debian Linux with kernel 3.19. To avoid situations where
the measured delay is not determined by the reordering-tolerant
TCP extensions themselves but more by the various buffers in
the network we limit each network interface card (NIC) queue
to 20 packets and limit the FIFO queue of the bottleneck node
to the BDP. Last, we enhance netem’s method of specifying re-
ordering to directly set the desired fraction of packets that should
be reordered for later delivery as well as their desired delay.

The TCP stacks on the senders and the receiver are configured
via the sysctl interface to disable buffer auto-tuning and set
the send and receive buffers to 30 MB. In some cases the Linux
auto-tuning algorithm underestimates the send buffer when fac-
ing reordering, which leads to sender limited behavior during
recovery. To avoid such possibilities, we set the buffers big
enough for any case. We also disable the saving of path met-
rics, to avoid their re-use for repeated connection instances.

In addition we note that the Protection Against Wrapped Se-
quences (PAWS) [6] implementation in Linux has a window of
one. This means that packets that are late by one tick of the
Timestamp option are discarded. Since this is likely the case if
reordering occurs, we disable this procedure in the receiver. We
perform our test in a controlled environment and can assure that
packets would not trigger PAWS in the intended way.

In the following, we analyze the behavior of a unidirectional
bulk TCP data transfers with a duration of 60 s generated by
flowgrind [38]. If not otherwise specified, the network has an
RTT of 40 ms and the default reordering rate is 2 % with a re-
ordering delay of 20 ms. From our measurement study in Sec-
tion V-B we see that these are possible values also in mobile
networks. While we concur that this setup is still synthetic and
does not simulate real mobile environments, it enables us to an-
alyze the behavior of the algorithm with packet reordering in
situations where the sending rate is changing.

C. Analysis

First, we analyze the behavior of TCP-aNCR compared to
TCP-NCR with a static bottleneck throughput in order to com-
pare the retransmission delay. We measure both over a network
path with a bottleneck link speed of 20 Mbit/s. Figure 13 shows
the DUPTHRESH and CWND progression of TCP-NCR and
TCP-aNCR. The comparison of the DUPTHRESH progression
in Figure 13a shows that for TCP-NCR the DUPTHRESH pe-
riodically has large spikes compared to TCP-aNCR. Both algo-
rithms adapt the DUPTHRESH according to the current amount
of outstanding data. However, in the case of a packet loss TCP-
NCR’s DUPTHRESH increases to the value of one RTT, while
TCP-aNCR sets it to the largest detected reordering event. This
results in much lower delays for retransmissions when using
TCP-aNCR, while still avoiding spurious recoveries.

Figure 14 shows the behavior of Linux and TCP-aNCR when
the capacity of the path increases over time. The graph starts
with a capacity of 10 Mbit/s for the first 5 s, then it is increased
by 20 Mbit/s every 10 s. The reordering rate is set to 10 %. Fig-
ure 14a shows that Linux’s DUPTHRESH jumps to a higher
value and then stays constant for some time, while TCP-aNCR
increases more smoothly overall. This originates from the two
different ways the DUPTHRESH is calculated. Linux only in-
creases the DUPTHRESH when a higher reordering extent is
measured. These are exactly the points in the figure where the
DUPTHRESH increases. In most cases the increase is accom-
panied by a spurious retransmission (indicated by little crosses
at the bottom of the figure).

When looking at TCP-aNCR’s behavior, we do not see any
spurious retransmissions when the sending rate increases. The
DUPTHRESH automatically increases throughout the connec-
tion, since the sending rate is taken into account. Additionally,
it is on par with the Linux DUPTHRESH in most parts of the
connection, although no new sample is needed.

Only towards the end the two algorithms diverge significantly.
The explanation is found when looking at the CWND plot: at
35 s the CWND of the TCP-aNCR connection increases sharply
and flattens out towards the end. The Linux connection CWND
stays below that. We see a similar start of the fast increase be-
tween 40 s and 43 s but then it stops. Figure 14a shows that
between 45 s and 50 s Linux spuriously retransmits very often
because the DUPTHRESH is limited at 300. Linux sets an upper
limit to avoid the negative impacts of a too high DUPTHRESH
as discussed previously. In this case it is not big enough, and
the growth of the CWND is heavily reduced due to the frequent
spurious fast recoveries. TCP-aNCR has no such problems due
to its adaptive algorithm. Additionally, we note that the lower
CWND of TCP-aNCR compared to Linux in Figure 14b is a
result of the way the congestion control works, in which the re-
ordering reaction algorithm takes no part in.

In Figure 15 we show the behavior the other way around; now
the capacity for a connection is halved. The link capacity of
20 Mbit/s is initially occupied by the connection alone, Linux or
TCP-aNCR respectively. After 5 s a background flow joins and
claims half the capacity for itself. In Figure 15b we see that
in the first five seconds the CWND for both connections rises
until around 140 segments. Then, when the background traffic
starts for each of the connections, the CWND drops and remains
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Fig. 13. Behavior of TCP-NCR and TCP-aNCR in static network conditions. (The legend in 13b applies to both figures.)
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Fig. 14. Capacity increases every 10 s. Linux spuriously retransmits throughout the connection.
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Fig. 15. Another flow joins after 5 s. TCP-aNCR reduces DUPTHRESH, and with it delay spikes.

around 80. In Figure 15a, the Linux DUPTHRESH increases to
71 segments in the first phase, and after that it remains constant
as is to be expected. The TCP-aNCR DUPTHRESH on the other
hand increases with the CWND until 5 s as we have seen in pre-
vious graphs, but it then adapts to the new conditions alongside
the CWND and is reduced to around 40 segments. We can see
that no spurious retransmissions occur, which means that the
DUPTHRESH is still high enough to prevent them. This also
signifies that the Linux DUPTHRESH is much too high and de-
lays necessary retransmissions unnecessarily.

But the question is how much delay is actually saved by ex-
ploiting the dependence on the sending rate. Our measurement
study in Section V-B shows that this characteristic is prevalent
in mobile networks, in which a sudden change in sending rate is
also common [1]. We run the same setup as in the graph before,
one flow starts and after 5 s another flow joins the bottleneck,
with different bottleneck link capacities ranging from 10 Mbit/s

to 50 Mbit/s. After the capacity is shared among the two flows,
we collect the current RTT estimate and the time the retrans-
mission was additionally delayed by the reordering algorithm
from the Linux kernel. We show averages of all retransmissions
that occured between 20 s and 60 s (to give the system time to
reach equilibrium) over 10 iterations each. Figure 16 shows the
average increase in delay spike normalized to the RTT. The op-
timal value would be 0.5 RTTs, since this is the reordering de-
lay, which is denoted as the lowest line in the graph. Of the
three different algorithms, TCP-aNCR behaves best and has the
lowest delay spikes around 0.7 RTTs, followed by Linux with
0.9 and TCP-NCR with around 1.1 RTTs. TCP-NCR always
waits one full additional RTT, thus having the longest delay.
Linux adapts its DUPTHRESH to the reordering conditions, but
it fails to adapt to the changing sending rate. TCP-aNCR adapts
to both measured reordering and the different sending rate, and
can therefore achieve the lowest delay spikes.
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VII. Summary

In this paper we introduce a complete reordering methodol-
ogy based on the sender side of TCP and point out that we need
the TCP Timestamp option as well as the DSACK option to ac-
curately measure the reordering extent.

Then, we show that reordering is an issue in modern net-
works, and that the reordering depends on the used mobile net-
work technology. This has to be taken into account, when de-
signing transport layer algorithms, We show that the number of
reorderings as well as the possible reordering extent is increas-
ing in proportion to the sending rate of the connection. Hence,
we find that more connections in LTE networks are affected by
reordering than in the slower HSPA networks.

Last, we introduce a reordering algorithm TCP-aNCR which
takes the additional insight into account by adapting to the cur-
rent sending rate. We show that the algorithm works as intended
in a controlled environment, and that it reduces the delay for re-
transmissions. A much deeper analysis, especially in real life is
future work. One possibility is to deploy the algorithm to the
Netradar measurement server.
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